Signal / Set Safety
The ASSERT acronym is a useful way of remembering the SWR Incident Timeline:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A – Assess the situation
S – Signal and Set Safety
S – Stabilize the situation
E – Extract the victim/s
R – Render First Aid
T – Transport the victim to definitive care

This article will concentrate on the second step, Signal & Set Safety. Assuming the rescue team has done
a good enough job on Assessment, they know what resources (people & equipment) they have, identified
any time constraints (heads up or down), and have surmised an initial plan of attack (perhaps prioritized
several).
Signals and Setting Safety provides a solid foundation for any further rescue attempts. This article covers
these major parts of the rescue foundation:
•
•
•

Communications via Signals
Prepositioning Assets & Containing the damage
Rescue Roles & Responsibilities

Signals
Whitewater environments typically have a significant amount of background noise from the rapids. In
addition, paddlers in a group can be spread over large enough distances that yelling is no longer an
effective means of communication. Paddlers typically use the following means of communication:
•
•
•

Safety whistle
Paddle signals
Hand signals

All these approaches can be used over significant distances to convey critical information and warn others
of dangerous situations. Where possible stick with common signals as you may need to communicate
with others that might not be in your regular paddling crew. If you have a need for additional
hand/paddle signals, discuss in your pre-launch talk and as part of the assessment stage setting up for a
rescue.
Paddlers use a combination of hand signals and whistle blasts often to prevent accidents. Most rescues
will be initiated by either a single whistle blast to get everyone’s attention or for more serious situations,
the universal sign of danger – 3 whistle blasts. Some commercial firms utilize 2 whistle blasts for a
variety of purposes (non-standard). This is a really bad practice, for our purposes – we typically assume
that we may have missed the third blast and act accordingly. Speaking of whistles, every paddler should
wear one, a Fox 40 pealess whistle is one of the best and very inexpensive.

The “I’m OK” signal is the next crucial sign all paddlers need to know. Tap the top of your helmet with
your palm to indicate you are OK. If someone is stuck in the middle of a river, you can quickly determine
if they are OK by patting the top of your helmet with one hand and pointing to them: “Are you OK?. Any
response other than the “I’m OK” sign is taken as a negative. Most often they will waive their hands or
rotate their head side to side to reply as “No, I’m not OK”.

Paddles have a wide surface area when rotated properly that can be seen for over 100 yards. This makes
them perfect for relaying information to paddlers upstream. Each paddle signal can also be performed by
an equivalent hand signal. Some common signals are:
Stop

Help / Danger

All Clear

Paddle in this direction (point away from
dangerous features)
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There is a wide variety of hand/paddle signals that can be used on the river, these are just the most
common ones. If you plan to use less common signals, make sure you communicate them to your
paddling partners before usage. Two great articles on paddling signals are:
•
•

https://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/Wiki/safety:start
http://lomaprietapaddlers.org/RiverSignals.html

Boxing the Accident Site
Scene Safety is crucial in both rescues and Wilderness First Aid. Ropes across the river can be very
dangerous to other paddlers that accidentally enter the accident area. A box or diamond formation works
quite well as both a foundation and providing adequate safety for a rescue site. The four main positions
are:
•

•

•

Upstream Safety. Choose a very assertive person for this spot. Ideally, place them out of site of
the rescue as there is often a tendency to look downstream to see how things are going. This
person doesn’t require any rescue training, they simply warn off other paddlers from entering the
accident site while a rescue is in progress.
Downstream Safety. This individual is there to pick up the pieces like persons that are swimming
or loose gear that travels downstream. Decent paddling skills and perhaps a rescue jacket with a
two tether are advantageous. They can also act as an extra set of eyes for rescuers as they often
have a unique vantage point.
River Right & River Left. It’s valuable to have eyes on both sides of the river/creek. Some
rescues are not as obvious on how best to gain access to the victim. In addition, the ability to run
a line quickly across a creek is sometimes needed to perform a rescue. These individuals need
solid rescue training and practiced skills.

An excellent example on the need for positioning rescuers on both sides of the river is in this accident
report on Oh Be Joyful Creek. Here is a video of the rescue. A good example of a rescue requiring a
rope across the river is the Cheat Canyon foot entrapment rescue on Big Nasty.

ICS versus Informal Rescues
The Incident Command System (ICS) is commonly used by professional rescue organizations like fire
companies. ICS is very heavy on process and chain of command. It’s a proven system especially when
the need for multiple organizations are needed to bring an incident to a successful outcome like
coordinating rescue operations, with EMS and Medivac. The opposite end of the spectrum is a mostly
leaderless approach used by paddlers that are very familiar with each other called an Informal Rescue.
Complex rescues often involve multiple groups and typically need some sort of leadership to coordinate
efforts. For more information on ICS, FEMA maintains a great website called the ICS Resource Center.
On organized trips, the put in talk typically discusses various rescue roles including whom will lead the
efforts, often the most experienced SWR paddler in the group. This helps avoid the typical chaos that
happens in most rescues where coordination wasn’t discussed beforehand and it takes some time for a
leader (or leaders) to come forward and take charge of the situation.
A good example of the Informal Rescue approach is a rescue I took part in on the Upper Gauley many
years ago. A paddler in our party missed their line and ended up in a nasty sieve, was entrapped and the
situation was steadily declining. I was first on scene as my strengths were speed and climbing skills. I
wedged myself under the paddler in his boat and stabilized him on my back. I couldn’t extricate him as
he was too heavy for me and the current added to the difficulties. Another person from our group was
second on the scene. He was much larger than myself and was able to slide the trapped paddler off my
back to safety. The next person to arrive had an underlying heart condition but was a trained EMS and
excellent paddler. He pulled out his First Aid Kit and secured both our boats which we had abandoned as

time was of the essence. The rescue was a success even though none of us communicated with each
other. A key skill in these types of rescues is experience and looking for what is missing and taking on
that role.
If you haven’t taken a SWR Class in a couple of years, it is highly recommended so you know what to do
when an incident takes place. The same goes for formal Wilderness First Aid training.

What’s missing?
Actual rescues can be very stressful events. It really pays to take periodic training and practice key skills
like:
•
•
•
•

Rope throwing
Knots
Swimming in rapids
Etc.

Most rescues benefit from some form of leadership to help coordinate efforts. This also has a calming
influence on all involved. Suitable pre-trip planning helps to ensure your team has the necessary gear on
hand. The ability to size up a situation, identify what may be missing (often downstream safety), and
assume that role if suitable is a critical success factor.

Prepositioning Assets
Complex rescues may involve a Plan A, Plan B, etc. Boxing in the rescue helps to ensure the rescue team
is properly positioned to quickly move on to new plans of attack when the previous approach was less
than successful.
The right gear may also need to be pre-positioned. We often place those with the pin kit and first aid kit
near the rear of the group which makes it much easier to bring on downstream rather than fighting or bush
whacking to get the necessary gear upstream.
Indents with probable serious accidents will need runners to ensure timely EMS response along with the
necessary gear. The Check  Call  Care steps are always taught in urban First Aid. This same
approach may also be necessary in wilderness settings where EMS response times are far longer and may
be critical to saving a life. As soon as its determined that extra professional help is needed, runners
should be sent with the information necessary to communicate exactly what is needed. In places like
West Virginia, this can reduce EMS response time from at least 8 hours down to under 4 hours on
average.
Some other gear that needs to be pre-positioned at the takeout are:
•
•
•
•
•

Cell phone with service
More extensive First Aid Kit
Paper highway map
Contact information
Float Plan

Rescue Roles
Major rescues often have a number of key roles:
•

Leader (or Incident Commander). This individual maintains the big picture and coordinates what
is needed, where, and when. Strong leadership skills are key in this position. They need an

•
•
•
•
•

adequate level of experience but are not necessarily the most experienced SWR technician on the
team.
Rigger. This individual is often the most experienced SWR technician. Often, they will be
needed hands on the victim.
Medic. This is the most experienced individual with first aid knowledge/training. They should
be carrying the group first aid kit.
Safety (Upstream & Downstream). Discussed above.
Land-based rescuers on each side of the river.
Runners. Needed to race downstream to get additional help if needed.

Conclusion
Signals and setting safety are the less than glamorous parts of rescue work but lay the initial foundation of
all successful rescues. When you dive deeper in this phase of the rescue, there is a lot more than meets
the eye. Communications during rescues can be very challenging and require thought ahead of any
incident (and often a refresher during the rescue). Rescue organization lays the ground work that makes a
rescue possible within a reasonable level of risk. There is a wide variety of rescue approaches that work
in different types of scenarios depending on the scene and paddling party limitations. Smaller parties may
require individuals to wear multiple hats or prioritize what they are working on.
The best book on rescue is River Rescue by Les Bechdel & Slim Ray.

